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FIGURE 1: CARpool designs

CARs are modular receptors that consist of a target binding
moiety fused to structural domains including an extracellular
spacer, a transmembrane region and intracellular signaling
domains. These signaling regions typically comprise a
tandem alignment of co-stimulatory (e.g. CD28, CD137) and
activating (CD3ζ) domains that upon target binding initiate
activation of T cell effector functions. This linear
configuration displays a rigid spatial orientation and ratio of
co-stimulation to activation domains. To address this, we
have developed a novel mix-and-match approach (CARpool)
where the costimulatory signal is provided in trans on
accessory proteins that associate with the antigen binding
chain via transmembrane-mediated interactions, potentially
driving the ability to tailor T cell responses upon CAR
activation.

FIGURE 3: Phenotype of CARpool T cells

Cellular phenotype was not altered by CARpool expression
CARpool T cells exhibited a trend to express less CD25
activation marker compared to the reference CAR (Figure 3).
Analysis of the differentiation status based on the
expression of CD62L and CD45RA delineating 4 functional
subsets (Naïve, Central memory, Effector memory and
Effector T cells) revealed that our cells were mainly
composed of memory cells. No major difference in activation
and memory phenotype between CARpool and reference
CAR T cells could be observed.
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CARpool T cells showed potent in vitro anti-tumor activity

FIGURE 4: Anti-tumor activity of CARpool T cells
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By exploiting the ability of NK activating receptors to
assemble as multi-subunit complexes via interactions
between membrane-embedded opposite charges, several
CD3ζ-containing CAR chains were designed using the
transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic (CYP) domains of
NKG2D or NKp44, able to associate with DAP10 and DAP12
respectively [1-3]. NKG2D TM was replaced by a polyleucine
sequence with the positively charged residue at position 11
or 12, allowing its interaction with DAP10. Each CAR included
a B7H6 specific scFv. The CAR- and accessory proteinencoding sequences were co-expressed with a selection
marker using 2A self-cleaving sites. These constructs were
compared to a classical second-generation CAR construct
employing CD28 as costimulatory domain [4] (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 5: Cytokine secretion of CARpool T cells
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Cell surface expression varied between CARpool designs
CAR and selection marker expressions were assessed by
flow cytometry (Figure 2). NKG2D-based CARpools showed
reduced expression levels compared to the reference CAR.
NKp44-based CARpool constructs containing the CD8α
hinge showed expression levels largely superior to the
respective CD28 hinge-containing CARs. Addition of CD28
costimulatory domain to DAP12 significantly decreased CAR
cell surface expression

To interrogate whether target cell engagement by the
distinct CARpool T cells drives distinct cytokine release
profiles, supernatants of coculture with Hela cells were
analyzed using a multiplex assay (Figure 5). T cells bearing
the NKp44 CARpool with the CD28 hinge co-expressing
DAP12 showed the highest levels of secretion for all types of
cytokines equivalent to the reference CAR T cells. Here
again, fusion of DAP12 to CD28 cytoplasmic domain did not
alter the pattern and levels of cytokine secretion.
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FIGURE 2: Expression of CARpool on human T cells

All CARpool T cells showed potent cytotoxicity against the
cervix carcinoma cell line Hela (Figure 4). NKG2D-based
CARpool T cells (R=11 and R=12) showed similar cytolytic
activities. NKp44-based CARpool T cells incorporating the
CD28 hinge were more potent compared to those with the
CD8α hinge and were equivalent to the reference CAR.
Supplementation of DAP12 with CD28 costimulatory domain
did not improve cell functionality.

CONCLUSIONS
These studies provide proof-of-concept for novel
modulatory CAR complexes with improved flexibility
compared to a classical CAR design. Currently ongoing
work and future directions include:
• In vivo evaluation of CARpool anti-tumor activity
• Incorporation of different scFv targeting other
antigens (e.g. CD19)
• Interchange of costimulatory domains

